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We show that the Barkhausen avalanches exhibit power law distributions and scaling exponents
belonging to two distinct universality classes. We explain these results in terms of the critical
behavior of the domain wall at the depinning transition, with exponents set by the long-range dipolar
interactions arising from local magnetostatic fields, and by the elastic curvature of the wall. We are
also able to predict the precise dependence of the cutoff on the demagnetizing factork due to sample
size. These predictions are experimentally confirmed on three samples~two polycrystalline 6.5 wt %
Si–Fe and an amorphous Fe21Co64B15 under applied tensile stress! which are progressively cut in
order to increasek. All these results allow us to link the material microstructure and the sample
geometry to the macroscopic noise properties. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-8979~00!70608-6#

I. INTRODUCTION

Since its discovery, the Barkhausen effect has been rec-
ognized as a promising tool to investigate the microscopic
magnetization processes along the hysteresis loop in soft
magnetic materials. A definite link between the observed sta-
tistical properties of the Barkhausen signal and the specific
magnetization details, together with information on material
microstructure, has been only partially established, mainly
using phenomenological approaches and on a selected range
of magnetic materials.1,2 Undoubtedly, this goal is compli-
cated by the intrinsic complexity of the phenomenon, which
justifies the about 80 years of studies. For a long time and
still recently, most of the studies have been focused on the
properties of the power spectra. Using pure phenomenologi-
cal approaches, the signal was treated as a statistical super-
position of uncorrelated elementary jumps, without any di-
rect relation with microscopic magnetization events.
Effectively, power spectra appear too complex to be easily
explained even by the recent most successful theories, as the
information they contain is an average over different space–
time processes, which require high order statistics to be ana-
lyzed in detail.3 In addition, power spectra do not display any
universal property, contrary to the distributions of duration
and size of Barkhausen jumps, extensively studied in the
recent literature.4–6 Universality implies that the scaling ex-
ponents do not depend on the microscopic details of the sys-
tem, but only on the range of relevant fields governing the
domain wall dynamics and on the dimensionality of the sys-
tem.

In this context, we have recently proposed7,8 a micro-
scopic model where universality and criticality are under-
stood in terms of depinning transition of the domain wall.
Using a detailed description of the relevant interaction fields
acting on the domain wall, we came to the conclusion that

two possible classes of universality exist exhibiting different
critical exponents. These different classes are a consequence
of the competition between long-range local magnetostatic
fields arising from magnetic charges in a deformed domain
wll and the short-range surface tension. In general, soft mag-
netic materials with grain structure exhibit the long-range
universality class, while amorphous systems under applied
tensile stress and high anisotropic materials belong to the
short-range class.4,6,9,10 The theoretical and experimental
demonstration of this behavior has an important conse-
quence, as it is thus possible to investigate the effect of the
finite size of the system on the observed properties of the
Barkhausen signal. In particular, the sample geometry and
the microstructure~grains, quenched-in stress, etc.! should in
principle affect the behavior of cutoff of the power law
distributions.11 In this paper, after a short review of recent
results, we show how the cutoff can be theoretically calcu-
lated and present the simulations and the experimental data
confirming these results. Finally, we give indications on how
this approach can be used to further explore the microstruc-
ture of the system.

II. UNIVERSALITY AND CHARACTERISTIC SIZES

We assume to have a single 180° domain wall dividing
two regions of opposite magnetization directed along thex
axis, and described by its positionh(r ). The dynamical equa-
tion is constructed considering all the contributions to the
total energy giving7,8

G
]h~r ,t !

]t
52m0MsH2kE ddr 8h~r 8,t !1gw¹2h~r ,t !

1E ddr 8J~r2r 8!~h~r 8!2h~r !!1h~r ,h!,

~1!

where we have considered a genericd-dimensional domain
wall. We indicate withG the viscosity, and withMs the
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saturation magnetization. The different terms on the right-
hand side come, respectively, from the pressure exerted on
the wall by the applied fieldH, the demagnetizing counter-
field 2kM, the wall curvature with surface tensiongw , and
from dipolar interactions due to local magnetic charges, with
a kernelJ given by

J~r2r 8!5
m0Ms

2

2pur2r 8u3
S 11

3~x2x8!2

ur2r 8u2 D . ~2!

The last termh(r ,h) is a Gaussian uncorrelated random
field, of amplitudeD[A^h2&, taking into account all the
possible effects of dislocations, residual stress and nonmag-
netic inclusions.

The critical behavior of Eq.~1! is ruled by dipolar inter-
actions which are more relevant than the surface tension at
large length scales. However, if the surface tension is very
large, we may effectively see a different critical behavior. In
general, for a kernel of the typeJ(q)5J0uqum in Fourier
space (m51 corresponds to dipolar interactions andm52 to
the surface tension!, the critical dimension turns out to be
dc52m, so that three-dimensional samples~i.e., d52! with
strong dipolar interactions display mean field properties.7,8 In
general, critical exponents depend only on the values of the
dimensiond and onm, while the cutoff is set by the demag-
netizing factork and the amplitudeD, as we discuss below.

When the restoring force is negligible, Eq.~1! displays a
depinning transition as a function of the applied fieldH.12,13

This means that the domain wall moves only if the applied
field overcomes a critical fieldHc . Close to the depinning
transition, the domain wall proceeds with avalanches whose
sizess are distributed as

P~s!;s2t f ~s/s0!, ~3!

where s0 is the distribution cutoff, which diverges ass0

;(H2Hc)
21/s. There is a natural correlation lengthj asso-

ciated with this cutoff sizes0. In general, a portion of do-
main wall of area;jd moves for a displacement scaling as
Djz, where z is the roughness exponent, so thats0

;Djd1z. Also the correlation length must diverge atHc as
j;(H2Hc)

2n, wheren is the correlation length exponent.
Following analogous considerations, the durationT of ava-
lanches, distributed asP(T);T2ag(T/T0) has a cutoffT0

diverging asT0;(H2Hc)
21/s̃;Djz, where z is the dy-

namical exponent. All these critical exponents have been cal-
culated using renormalization group methods7,12 ~Table I!.

The presence of the demagnetizing term in Eq.~1! has
the effect of keeping the wall close to the depinning transi-
tion, without changing the values of the critical exponents.

On the other hand, it affects the cutoff values of the distri-
butions, as it reduces the net field applied to the domain wall,
and consequently, the maximum size~and duration! of an
avalanche. This effect can be estimated considering that the
maximum net field applied to the wallH2Hc must be of the
order of the variation of the demagnetizing field for the big-
gest jump, that is,kDM;ks0 . This givesj;(H2Hc)

2n

;(ks0)2n;k2nj2n(d1z), so that, usingm51/n1z

j;k2nk, nk51/~m1d!. ~4!

Consequently, the dependence of the cutoffss0 and T0 on
the demagnetizing factork turns out to be

s0;D~k/J0!21/sk, 1/sk5nk~d1z!,

T0;D~k/J0!2Dk, Dk5znk . ~5!

Inserting the results of the renormalization group calcula-
tions ~Table I!, we obtain, ford52, 1/sk52/3 independent
of m, while Dk51/3 for m51, andDk57/18 for m52.

III. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To verify the theoretical predictions given above, we
performed a series of simulations using an automaton ver-
sion (Dh/Dt50, 1! of Eq. ~1!. In Fig. 1 we present the re-
sults of the exponents 1/sk for both classes ind52, showing
the good agreement with the theoretical predictions. Clearly,
the value of the demagnetizing factork must be chosen to
give a maximum area of the domain walljd that is much
smaller than the sizeLd of the system.

TABLE I. Critical exponents as obtained by renormalization group calcula-
tions ~Ref. 12! and scaling relations~Ref. 8! as a function of the dimension
d of the domain wall and the rangem of iterations controlling the domain
wall dynamics.

Correlation length n 3/(m1d)
Roughness z (2m2d)/3
Dynamical z m2(4m22d)/9
Size distribution t 223m/@2(d1m)#
Duration distribution a (2m18d)/(5m12d)

FIG. 1. Simulation results for the cutoffso of the jump size distribution
using Eq.~1!. The two universality classes correspond to a kernel in the
equation of theuqum type in Fourier space, withm51 ~long range dipolar
interactions, up!, andm52 ~short range elastic interactions, down!.
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We also performed a series of experimental characteriza-
tion ~see Refs. 8 and 14 for details! of the Barkhausen signal
on three different kinds of samples belonging to the different
classes; two polycrystalline Fe–Si 6.5 wt. % alloys an-
nealead at 1050 °C and 1200 °C to get different grain sizes,11

and a magnetostrictive (ls.3531026) amorphous
Fe21Co64B15 alloy. This material has been measured after the
application of a tensile stress of about 100 MPa. The former
kind of materials shows a critical exponentt;1.5, while the
latter hast;1.27, so that they correspond to the long range
class (m51) and the short range one (m52), respectively
~see Refs. 8–10!. In order to evaluate the influence of the
geometry on the demagnetizing factor, we choose to progres-
sively shorten the same sample, and measure the Barkhausen
signal always in the same cross section in the middle of the
ribbon. This uniformity of condition of measurements would
not be fulfilled using different samples which would show, at
least, different domain patters. Effectively, the range of
available lengths is quite limited as in samples that are too
short ~say, less than 6–8 cm! the variation of the demagne-
tizing field along the ribbon completely changes the domain
pattern. This implies getting a variation of permeability of no
more than one order of magnitude. The demagnetizing factor
is estimated in the usual way. Using a magnetic yoke, we
estimate the intrinsic permeabilitym int, and for each sample
we measure the apparent permeabilitymapp, so thatk5mapp

2m int.
Experimental results are shown in Fig. 2. Distribution

data are analyzed using the same fitting function for all the
lengths of a sample considered, to get the estimation of the
cutoff values. In particular, for the Fe–Si alloys, the cutoffs0

decreases upon lowering the applied field frequency, so that
an extrapolation to zero frequency is needed. The experimen-
tal exponents agree reasonably well with the predictions, and
in particular with simulation results, despite various sources
of errors, such as the experimental noise, the correct estima-
tion of k, and the extrapolation to zero frequency ofs0. The
Fe–Si alloy annealead at 1050 °C shows an interesting effect
at low values of the demagnetizing factor, as it clearly devi-
ates from the theoretical behavior, keeping a constant value.
This fact can be related to some characteristic length scales
of the system, due to the details of the microstructure~espe-
cially the grain size! and/or to ribbon thickness.11 As seen, in
the theory proposed here, the only characteristic length
scales are the correlation length controlled by the demagne-
tizing factor, and the sizeL of the system, as the disorder is
assumed to be an uncorrelated random field. Therefore, we
expect that a deviation from the predicted behavior should be
ascribed only to the correlation lengthj approaching the
smaller geometrical dimension of the system, that is, the rib-
bon thickness. A detailed analysis shows instead a closer
connection to the average grain size.11 In any case, the intro-
duction of an appropriate description of the intrinsic micro-
structure of a material, as in these polycrystallines, will help
to clarify this important point.

To summarize, we have shown that the equation of mo-
tion of a single domain wall is able to describe experimental
data for different types of materials, despite their different
microstructure, geometry, internal stresses, and multiple do-

main pattern. In particular, we were able to calculate the
dependence of the cutoffs of the power law distributions on
the demagnetizing field due to the sample geometry. The
validity of this approach gives important indications to es-
tablish a link between the observed properties of the
Barkhausen noise and the material microstructure and
sample geometry.
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